LITRABIT

A UNIVERSAL AND DECENTRALIZED BLOCKCHAIN BASED
CRYPTOCURRENCY FOR STUDENTS. ALL AROUND THE WORLD.

“EDUCATION DECNTRALIZED”

Every semester the fees of educational institutes worldwide rise
making it so that attaining education gets more and more out of
reach of the normal folks add to this the fact that Students are
humans and have so many other expenses besides just institutional
fees, the rapidly worsening economy is taking a toll on those who
seek Education.
LitraBit – Our solution to this problem is LitraBit, taking advantage
of the recently booming cryptocurrency economy. Why not apply a
universal, decentralized, changeless blockchain based currency to
the cost of education? Which makes it so that the value of capital
owned by the students remain static and one can use it to pay for
any education related expense without the worry of it loosing
value.
LitraBit is an ERC20 token, a cryptocurrency based around the
successful Ethereum Blockchain. That will replace traditional cash
in the educational ecosystem. It aims for a future where most if not
all transactions on a college or university campus take place in
LitraBits.
With a total supply of 22 Million LitraBits, 42.7% or 9.4 Million will
be offered for ICO.
Benefits for early Investment include – 1, Discounted rates for
later token buying. 2, Profit based on LitraBit capital from 20% of
the company revenue for two years. 3, Scholarship Priority. 4,
Opportunity to become LitraBit Partner. 5, Free Debit Card. 6,
Lower Cost on services. - For further detail read the WhitePaper.
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ICO STARTS IN MAY 2018
•Private Sale: 300 Thousand
Tokens, sold for 0.10 USD - 85.8%
discount.
•Pre-sale: 2.0 Million Tokens, sold
for 0.20 USD - 71.4% discount.
•Stage 1: 2.0 Million Tokens, sold
for 0.35 USD - 50% discount.
•Stage 2: 2.0 Million Tokens, sold
for 0.55 USD - 28.5% discount.
•Stage 3: 3.4 Million Tokens, sold
for 0.70 USD.

Making it easier and cheaper
for students to pay dues and
make all the necessary
transaction that are required
to keep their educational
process going. Which Includes
paying the institutional fees,
cafeteria bills, hostel dues,
receiving scholarships, buying
books and equipment from all
major retailers, making p2p
transactions and much more.
The LitraBit interface will be
composed of a LitraBit wallet
on smartphones and The
LitraBit Debit card + Cash
Debit Card. The Debit Card will
allow students to make
LitraBit transaction within the
LitraBit system. While the
Cash Debit Card will allow any
LitraBit token owner to
exchange LitraBits for cash at
current rates.

Soft Cap: 2.3 Million LTB
Hard Cap: 9.7 Million LTB
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